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Welcome to Guitar SightReader Toolbox
This software is available for both windows and mac…. The minimum
recommendation for the operation systems are – windows 10 and Yosemite.

Guitar SightReader Toolbox is a guitar software solution with a whole bunch of
tools to get you to where you want to be as a player.
While the title itself refers to reading music - and there is no question that this
the best software in the world to help you as a guitarist or bass player to read
notes, there is a whole plethora of tools that are equally as powerful for you to
dive into!
We have here so many tools, and that there so much to get through, that you
may become overwhelmed. That’s why the interface is divided into 5 sections.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sight-reading
Reference
Audio tools
Learn
Ear-training
Resources

I’m really glad that you decided to check out Guitar SightReader Toolbox. It’s a
one-man show as I do all the coding and promotion, so any purchases and/or
donations really make my day!
Some other things to mention.
Most values are changed by using these keys:
The comma key – the one with less than on it changes a value down
The period key – this one has a greater than symbol on it and it increases a
value.
Anyway, that’s enough of this, let’s get stuck in!

The Interface

On this page, you’ll see large round circles. These represent different sections
of the software. When you click on them, the orange box will change to show
the list of tools available.
If you click on the text of the tool, it will show you information about what the
tool is and what you can use it for. The video button (after clicking on the text)
will open up your browser and show the help video.
Also, we can see quick links to the metronome, a tuner and the practice
scheduler.
For every tool, the help is in video format, which you need to be online to
access it. From version 8, all the help files are dynamic, which means that the
video links will be updated as I redo new videos for each tool. This book will be
organized into the 6 sections and the tools that are contained in each. At the
end we will have an index which will clear a few things up with additional
information.

Let’s go to the menu

There are a bunch of items here to check out. Sean’s Blog is a video of me
talking about latest update information and some general ideas. Download the
Guitar SightReader Toolbox Manual is this thing you’re reading right now.
Check online status checks to see if you’re online (if the software says you’re
offline) and corrects the status.

Here you can change your instrument. All the tools that deal will fretboards will
open to that specific instrument.

This above is pretty self-explanatory.
The clock on this window is useful for not losing track of time.
However, we will start with registration and activation. Then we’ll dive into the
tools

Registration
When you first run Guitar SightReader Toolbox (GSRT), you’ll need to be online.
Once you open it on new computer, you get 10 days of free access to play
around with it.
When you reach the point when you want to own it (yes, all upgrades are then
free forever), we need to get a license.
The licenses are tied to your email. This means that you don’t need software
codes.

I use a tool called FastSpring for all purchases, it’s secure and also provides
regional tools to show you the price in your own currency and ways to pay.

The first option and cheapest selection will get you one license – and a bonus
extra license for another computer. This is so you can register for both a laptop
and desktop computer (this is only available once for a user – every extra
purchase will get only another more single license).
Send me an email and I check my files and create the appropriate licenses for
you.
When you ready, you’ll want to activate the software.
As of writing, I’m having a few problems with this feature. Once it’s fixed, you’ll
activate for your computer by going into the menu > file > license stuff >
activate your computer
It’ll open up a window that ask you to enter your license email and click send.
If you do not get a message after click the activation box, that says, “email sent”
and you get some gobbledygook message, then you can send me an email to
me and I can activate it on my side.
My email:

sean_clancy@yahoo.com
this is my personal email – I check it often and you can always contact me with
this.

Metronome
One of my most used tools in Guitar SightReader is the Metronome.
I believe that having a good sense of time is the most important thing in music –
and finding out that you can’t play in time is usually apparent when you first go
to record in a recording studio.
However, that can be learnt.
I have some lessons on this, so I won’t cover it in this manual.
However, this is not some ordinary metronome. It truly has state-of-the-art
features to show you!

First up, we use the hot keys to change the tempo. Comma (which has the <
above it) and Period (which has the > sign above it) changes the tempo by 10.
Using the left and right arrows on your keyboard will change the tempo by 1.
In all cases the spacebar will be responsible for starting and stopping the
metronome.
The 4/4 can be changed. You just hover either over the top 4 or the bottom
four to change it. The number will change colour and you can use the comma
and period to change the value. The timing of this tool is based on ¼ notes. So
if you change the bottom value to 8, the metronome will go 2x faster.
One slider will change the volume of the metronome and the other slider
controls the transparency of the metronome (you may want to keep your eye
on what’s under it).
We have Tap BPM. Clicking on this a couple of time will change the tempo.
Pressing “C” will stop having a different click sound on 1.

Splitter
Let’s click on the radio button for the splitter:

This additional panel will split the beat by whatever number we like. As above,
for every click the metronome makes another sound will play twice as fast as
the click. These would be 1/8th notes. However, that would only sound when
we press the activate button.
For more advanced players, you may want to try groups of 5 or 7 using the
splitter. There is a feature here that will also tell you how many notes as second
the splitter is playing.
If you click on the word Click, it will change to Bar. This will make the splitter
spread it’s sound across the bar.
We can change the volume of the splitter. This is convenient as we need the
ability to hear the beats of the metronome above everything else.
To change the above number 2 to a different value, hover over it and use the
hotkeys comma and period to change it.

Bass Movement
Included here in Guitar SightReader Toolbox’s metronome is Bass Movement.

The application of this is enormous. We have a selection of cycles for the
playing of a bass note. All which will cover the 12 notes in an octave.

The note in the middle is the note that is playing right now. The note to the
right is the next note coming and the note to the left is the note just been.
In the option box, we can choose how many bars the bass player will play
before it changes the note.
You can practice your licks, chords, scales over these bass notes.
The most common one you will find in a jazz school is the cycle of 4ths. That’s
the default selection.
Of course, to hear the bass notes, we need to click on the activate button.

The Chord Player

I use this tool if I want to create nice lines that work over a certain chord. You
may want to just practice your scales over it.
You select a root note in the left box and a chord type from the right box.
Pressing the activate button (as seen here) will get the chord playing.
As a side note, the chords will be playing in a variety of drop 2 and drop 3
voicings.

Random Tempo

To really nail your lines, you need to play them in a variety of different tempos.
Setting the values here will give you a spread between 60 and 120 bpm.
If you press R at any time, the tempo will choose a random number between
these 2 values.
To change these values, just hover over them and use the left and right arrows
on your keyboard to change the values.

The Recording feature

Included in this metronome is the ability to record so you can hear how your
playing sounds like over the metronome. To access this feature, click on Record
control at the top of the metronome.
I would suggest setting the recording source to internal microphone. That way
you’ll be able to hear you and the metronome playing once you have recorded.
To arm the recording, click on the red button. It’ll change to ON.
Now, when you play the metronome, recording will start and when you stop the
metronome, it will finish recording.
You’ll see a wave form and you can change the speed of playback (without
affecting the pitch) with the Speed control slide.
Once You have finished recording, use the hotkey “H” to hear it back.
Jazzers:
You may notice that there is a radio button (unchecked for now) called Click on
2 & 4 only. At jazz school, the best way to improve time was to have the
metronome only playing in this manner. It only works over a 4/4 beat.

Practice Scheduler

To get better at any skill, you have to clock hours. They say it takes 10,000
hours to become an expert…. Well, that is entirely dependent on what you are
practicing.
The Practice Scheduler is designed to make the most out of your practice time.
Basically, you separate 60 minutes into practice topics. Then, when you press
the start button as above, it will begin the first topic.
You may only have a space for 30m of practice. In the preset box, you can click
on 30 minutes and your topic length will be shortened in half. Whatever
amount of time you have to practice, you will get all your topics in.

Let’s go and set it up. Go up to the main menu and go
file>new practice scheduler. You could also press Ctrl+N (⌘+N on Mac).
Automatically, it will go to the Design page from the 3 tabs at the top:

Above, you have 60 minutes. Let’s add a topic. Let’s do a warmup (chromatic
scales, pull-offs etc…).
Type warm up where it says Your Practice Title. Then go and choose 5 minutes
from the list box. Click the add button.
Notice that the time
allotment has changed
from 60m to 55m.
In the list box, the
maximum amount of
time you can now
choose is also 55
minutes.

I’ll go through and add some more topics.

Here we have 8 titles ensuring that you stick to the topics that you want to work
on. This is just an example. The last item in the minute box is up to me. This
“time Allotment” means that I do this topic until I’m sick of it.
You can drag topics up or down if you don’t like the order.
To delete, simply choose a topic and press the delete button (you’ll get a
warning).
If you spell something wrong in your topic name and you don’t want to feel like
an imbecile every time you open up your practice schedule, click on the topic
and the name will reappear in the text box and you can edit it. Press the update
description button to repair that.

The Notes tab opens up a large text area. I use this for typing playing break
throughs I experience while practicing. It’s important to save your practice
schedule if you want to use it next time. You may have multiple practice
schedules that you bounce between!

Say you’ve started the practice schedule. The current title of the topic to
practice will be shown on the main window.

When this time is up, You’ll get an alarm to change topics:

The next topic time will stop when you press close and continue.
To stop in the middle of a practice time, simply click on the practice scheduler
and press the stop button

Sight-reading

Click here and you’ll see a list of 4 tools and 2 open buttons.
Click on any of the text and you’ll get a description of the tool.
In order to use either the Scrolling SightReader or the Static SightReader, you’ll
need to open Setup SightReader Options.
The last in the list is Beginning Sight-reading. If you are new to sight-reading,
you’ll want to start here. This is a safe way for beginners to start learning the
notes on their guitar/bass.
It’s also a great tool for more advanced players to start learning to read chords.

SightReader Options

This is where you set up your sight-reading options. Going from
the top right:
The top button takes you to the SightReader windows.
The key signature alters the notes you can access on the
fretboard. If you have a blank key signature, all the accidentals
(sharps and flats) will be shown. Otherwise they will conform
with the key signature.
Underneath that is a scale selector. This will utilize the scale
based off the key signature and give you accidentals relative to
the mode. It will also show that scale on the fretboard for
selection.

Note jump chooses the maximum notes away each note can go to the next note
from. These are based off the notes chosen on the fretboard.
The Straight feel button, if clicked will change to “Swung 8ths”. This means that
all 8ths notes in a grouping together will play as triplet dotted 8th notes. This is
a big part of jazz.
The time signature sets the bar length for all the music created by the 2
SightReader Modes.

The fretboard shown here is the guitar. It should be
mentioned that everything on Guitar SightReader
Toolbox includes bass – and that is 4, 5 and 6 string in
addition to guitar.
The scale chosen here is the C major scale. You can
see that the notes on the fretboard fit that scale.
I have selected all the single notes from low E to an E
note 3 octaves up. This is based off the Tommy
Tedesco book “For Guitar Players Only”. That book
was a big part of me beginning to creating a software
solution for his sight-reading exercises.
You can click on the individual notes to select or
deselect them
You can also click on the left side of the fretboard and,
while holding down the mouse, drag across the
fretboard to the right. That will select all the notes in
that transparent shape, and then you can tailor them
as needed.
These are the notes that will be chosen by SightReader
to use when creating brand new music.

Here is where you can choose the rhythms for your notes. To select, just click
on the blue buttons. They will toggle between “None”, “Rarely”, “Average” and
“Often”.
This will determine how often each note rhythm will come up.
The same this will happen with ties and accidentals. Accidentals (sharps and
flats) will occur on any note chosen depending how often you set them to
appear.
The rhythms here change the rhythm chosen in the deep Rhythm editing
window. This can be accessed by clicking in the icon as above.

Deep Editing Rhythms

This is where the Rhythms can be fine-tuned.
BEWARE: if you choose selections that don’t add up to the time signature
chosen, you’ll get a nasty crash. I recommend making your selection from the
main SightReader Options page and then coming back here to make minor
adjustments. For example, whereas usually 8th noted will be stemmed in
groups of 2. You may want four 1/8th notes to be stemmed together.
Each selection also has rests that correspond with the length of the note
groupings.
There is a separate section for 6/8 and 12/8 groupings.
The other awesome feature is the ability to click on each graphical note
grouping and hear it play. This way you’ll be able to spend some time knowing
deeply how the rhythm should sound – which is half of the battle of sightreading.

Chords

Notation chords will actually add chords into the music as part of the score
generated. The shapes involved are sourced from the chord libraries put
together in the chord library tool.
Notice that the selected chord mode rate to the top right is set to often. This
determines how likely a chord will come along. The chord shapes are sourced
from the available notes chosen on the fretboard, therefor, it’s important to
choose your chord libraries after you’ve made your fretboard selection.

When you click the open chord notation window button, you’ll see this:

You basically drag chord libraries from the bottom box to the top box. At any
time, you can right-click (⌘+click on Mac) on the chord library name, whether
it’s in the bottom or the top box and it will open the chord library. As you can

see, I’ve dragged 2 chord libraries into the chosen libraries box and these will be
the chord shapes available to both SightReader modes.

Chord charts is not yet available as it’s going to be a considerable bit of algebra
to get this going. It will be available in the short-term future. In previous older
versions, this was available (although a little awful) and the new version will be
much better.
This is useful if you join, for example, a cruise ship gig and they will present you
with a chart with both notation and chords. Your job is to play the chord with
the melody note as the highest note in the chord.
I found this out at an audition and I’d never heard of this before (as a result I did
not qualify)… so I wanted to add this feature so you can work on that.

However, you could probably use the SightReader normally and choose a chord
to start working on. Also, the melody notes that they want at the top are all
concert pitch. Normal guitar and bass music plays 1 octave lower than concert
pitch, so I would probably choose this selection of notes:
Then I would go to pitch choice in the menu and choose
“Concert Pitch”.
Then my highest melody chords would have all their highest
notes on the B and High E string (Notice I actually selected
notes that are 1 octave lower than these 2 strings)
This would set me off in a good way to getting Chord
melodies down.

Saving your presets

This happens under Manage Presets. In the list box, you see a list of all your
saved presets as well as presets that came with Guitar SightReader Toolbox
To add a preset, simply choose your settings, type a new name in the box under
the list box and click the add button. Then click the refresh list button, as this
will refresh the preset list under the menu bar. This refresh list button is also
good to click if you have imported a SightReader preset from the community
content window.
You can also delete presets by selecting a preset in the list box and clicking the
delete button. You’ll get a warning before deletion.

Your presets

Are found under the menu here:
Click the presets menu item and you get all the presets available. Click on one
and it’ll load all the notes on the fretboard, all the rhythms, all the menu
settings and all the chords available.

SightReader Options Menu Options
Choose an instrument

Choose the SightReader mode

Import/export a preset

Pitch playback choice

Instrument playback sounds

And your help videos (as an inbuilt window in Mac and using your default
internet browser in windows)

Your next step is to check out the 2 SightReader modes!

The Scrolling SightReader
I had this tool way back in 2006. It was vastly inferior and the graphic
were a bit clunky, and I know a lot more about how sight-reading is
put together than those years ago, however, it was very, very popular
and more than a few people complained when SightReader Extreme
(only on windows) was discontinued and because when Guitar
SightReader Toolbox came out, it only had the static SightReader.
So, I spent about 8 months working on it and then it came out – first
with more than a few bugs and now I believe it’s working great.
Let’s discuss the interface:

The bar that is playing is the one on the left. The bar to play next is
on the right. After the left bar has finished playing, the bar to the
right will replace the bar that was playing and the bar with new music
will appear on the right. You play along with the bar on the left, while
looking ahead to the bar on the right.

As you can see, you can:
• change the music volume, the click volume, the metronome
speed with sliders
• repeat the current left bar with the looper
• Show the note names under the notes
• Have brand new music or repeat exactly what played previously
• Have a set number of bars for the new music.
• If you are in 4/4, you get the option to have the metronome
only click on 2 and 4 (jazz skills).
Not to mention that the notes shown on the fretboard are the notes
being used.
The problem with sight-reading is not finding the notes (that can be
nailed after some time by using just ¼ notes and a fretboard
selection) or just working on the rhythms (nailed by choosing 2 fret
board notes and playing trickier rhythms). It is playing both things
together.
Both the scrolling SightReader and the Static SightReader can be as
easy or as complex as you like.
Your hot keys are:
play – stop (will create music) –
Loop the current bar
Tempo +/- 10
Tempo +/1 1
Go back to the option page

spacebar
L
, (less than), . (right than)
[ and ]
O

The Static SightReader
This came about in version 8. Before that I had a version that I
thought was very unsatisfactory.
This new version - I’m very happy with.
What happens is that when you open it, it starts with a fully
generated sheet of 4 bars

The sliders are there, so is the fretboard, looper, click only on 2 and 4…
but we have some other things:
• A big generate button – this will generate new music.
• A list of bars – 2, 4, 8, 12 and 16 bar options.
• A metronome…. Click on this and it will play using the tempo. You can
use this to practice nailing any of the bars you want to practice.
• A print button. Use this to create a printout of your static sight-reading
music!

Your hotkeys:

Generate new music
play – stop (will create music)
play/stop the metronome
Loop the current bar
Tempo +/- 10
Tempo +/1 1
Go back to the option page.

G
spacebar
M
L
, (less than), . (right than)
[ and ]
O

Sight-reading tips
Keep these in mind:
• When reading, sit so you can see both the score and the
fretboard in the same field of view. Keep your head still
and move only your eyes to focus on either the music or
the fretboard (and possibly the conductor). If you move
your head, you will most likely lose your place.
• Look over the sheet music you get. Make a mental note
of the repeats, accents, and musical directions before
you begin. If you have a whole bunch of rested bars, see
if you can check the other instrument scores to see if you
can find cues to come back in.
• Try and make your sight-reading musical. Make sure
you’re playing in time (which means never rushing) but
use dynamics and play musically rather than
mechanically.
There’s a really clear section in the index of this book that
deals with reading charts and has a lot of good information
about how to navigate sheet music and how to approach all
the extras you’ll need when playing notation for guitar or/and
bass.

Beginning Sight-reading

This tool is great for people who are just dipping their feet into sight-reading.
It’s basically a kind of flash card system.
To set it up:
1. In the above setup, we have the instrument set to guitar.
2. The dial is set on single notes.
3. The yellow line is showing which frets the note is likely to choose from.
Clicking to the right of the fretboard will set the highest fret, while right
clicking (⌘+click on Mac) will set the lowest fret. These can also be set
by the controls right of the fretboard.
4. The tick boxes under the dial, select which strings you want the possible
test notes to come from – so it’s very customizable depending on what
you need to practice.
The only notes that are going to be chosen here are the notes in C major.

The first time you press generate, you’ll be shown a note. In this case it’s
a C. From now on, until you change the settings, you can just press the
space bar.

Press the spacebar again and you’ll be shown the note name and where
on the fretboard it was chosen from.

So, you can just learn the note name – or you can identify the note name
and where to find it on the fretboard. Hours of fun. I usually use this for
new students who don’t know their notes. In the index, I’ll make a chart
of all the notes on the guitar.
Let’s now look at chords – this is for more advanced guitarists.

Chords

Now I’ve clicked on the dial and it changed to chords.
I get this new box on the bottom right. It’s my chord libraries (you can
check this out in the Reference Section of this book).
I first choose the keys and scales in the mid right boxes. As you can see
I’ve chosen C and E Major.
Then I drag my chord libraries from the bottom box up to the top box
(Click on the chord library titles on the bottom box and drag them into
the top box).
You can also right click on any Chord Library names to see the chord
library for that title.
Now we press generate!

As we see we now have a chord showing. As you should know these note
names by now, you need to now find this on your fretboard.
Start with the top to the bottom. Tommy Tedesco said in the book “For
Guitarists only” that he would get the top notes first for tricky chords and
get the rest the next time around. That’s because the top note is the
most important – it’s the melody note in a chord.
So we have a C at the top, then a B, a G, a D and then an E. So, you wuld
find these on the fretboard…
Press space and you get

So, although it says beginning sight-reading, it’s far from being just for
beginners.
It’s same deal for the bass players – although they may want to focus more on
single notes. Although with shipping there are no chord libraries for bass, the
bass players may want to make a chord library with intervals– as they may want
to nail those.

Reference

There’s a number of powerful tools here besides Sight-reading.
Once again, clicking on the text will give you some description of the
tool and what you can use it for.
Back in my formative days on guitar, it wasn’t uncommon for me to
be drawing pages of scales and chord diagrams – contributing to
landfills New Zealand wide.
These tools should prove very helpful to remedying this to some
extent.
Let’s start with Quick chords…

Quick Chords
When you first open Quick chords, you’ll get this page:

Let’s have a look around the interface. On the guitar and 6 string
bass, there will be 25 chord diagrams. Each of these chord diagrams
here is Cmaj7. Click on any of these chord diagrams and it will play,
appear on the guitar fretboard and also in the large fretboard on the
top right corner. You have four tabs across the top for different
views. There is also a choose a chord button above those.
The note pad on the page has a list of all the scales in C that will fit
this chord.
Now – this looks pretty advanced. It deals mainly for 4 or more note
chords – jazz chords (though try simpler chords too).
Why 25 shapes?
Well, When I was 24, I was working on the jazz section of a Hal
Leonard book called “Chords and progressions for jazz and popular
guitar”. There I came across the left hand column of chords. These
were called drop 3 chords – which I’ll explain at the end of this
chapter

.
Then I discovered the 3rd column and the last column from a jazz guitar course I
bought from PG music (the company that does Band-in-a-box). That course was
by guitarist Oliver Gannon – and he showed how to practice these chords –
which I’ll also share at the end of this chapter.
Then I got hold of a course by Jimmy Bruno – and that added the 2nd and 4th
columns – behold – 25 different chord shapes.
I should also mention that wherever you see any chord diagram like this in
Guitar SightReader Toolbox, right click on it and you can save it to a jpeg on
your computer, copy it to the clipboard for use in other applications, copy it to a
special clipboard in Guitar SightReader Toolbox so you can drag it into a chord
library if you like – or open it with the Neck-builder (go see that tool later in this
reference section).

This current chord below is Ami7. In the Note pad, I’m going to click on A
Dorian and watch how the fretboard changes

Yes it got a lot more complicated looking. The tabs at the top have just changed
to “Chords and Scales”. What we are now looking at is each Ami7 chord shape
we saw before, but it’s now surrounded with the scale notes of A Dorian.
There are 3 tabs underneath of the large diagram. We can click on Notes or
Spelling for further information.

Hopefully, it will be apparent that the notes of the original chord shape are
yellow. with the root note (A or 1) being orange and the blue notes being the
scale notes.
If we check out the chosen chord shape from the 25 we can see a little more
information (and yes, I copied this from the clipboard using the software):

Here we have the 1st inversion on an Ami7 chord. The Black notes are the chord
shape, the grey notes are also chord notes but not included in the chord
shapes, and the white notes are the other notes in the scale.
If this is too small, we can export it to the neck builder for a larger view:

Though the neck builder will not play the chord, it’s useful for size purposes.

Why so much information?
Well, say if you want to use this to create a phrase, for the current chord you
would start on a chord tone and finish on a chord tone. You can use almost any
note in-between, but to provide a less atonal line, you can use the scale notes
as passing notes and focus on the chord tones.
You can always limit the amount of information. In the menu under chord
notes, I turned off the root, 3rd and 7th and when I selected the same chord
from Choose a Chord I got this:

You can also choose from the Chord note menu the option to show rootless
voicings.
This is good for comping when you have a bass player who will play the root
note. Many guitarists, when comping along with a busy piano player or some
other instrument that keeps eating up the audio bandwidth in the line-up will
just comp 3rds and 7ths. These tones are called “Guide tones”. “Comp” is
short for accompaniment.

One more thing about Chords and scales, or Just Scales is the scale info button
in the notepad. This will show the following information:

Here is a description of the Dorian scale, the scales degrees, the notes, simple
triad chords that fit this scale and 4 or more note chords that also fit this scale.
If you click on any of these chords, they will play.
Included are the scales that share the same notes – these, if you chose a mode,
will be the other modal scales (as seen above). The second box are scales that
also have the same notes – but not as many as the scale you’ve chosen.
You can also play all of these!

A couple more things about quick chords…
Going back to the note pad:
I’ve clicked on pluralities. This will display
alternative chords that you can substitute for the
current chord. They have some, if not all the
notes of the chord…
Instead of Ami7, you could play
C6,
Fmaj9
C major (and get the Bass player to play an A).
The other chords are the simply the same root
notes but with a different name).
These do not play – but you can play around with
these in any progression you have or if you’re
writing a song and want to try changing one of
the chords.

The other view tabs have scales, which show just the scale notes and has a
different printout, and arpeggios, which show all of the chord tones without any
scales tones.
The last thing are the buttons.

Here you can store chords or scales in each button (say if you’re
working on a 4 chord progression where want to see all the
chords in the position).
Choose a shape from the 25, press the small orange button and
that will load the chord and scale into the button, it can recalled
by pressing the big button. This feature also appears in the
invertor although in the Invertor, you actually save those buttons
as a file.

Drop 2 and 3 note chords.
The numbers 2 and 3 have nothing to do with the scale or chord degrees. They
actually have to do with the order of notes from the top note down. These are
based off block chords and use the different inversions.
What does drop 2 or drop 3 mean?
Well the highest pitched note in a chord is known as the melody note.
In a Block chord that looks like this:

It basically means that in drop 2, the 2nd note from the top is dropped an
octave and drop 3 means the same but for the third note from the top.
If you play a block chord, there’s a fair chance it’ll sound like mud.... This solves
this and these new voicings are not unique to guitar but also to all other
instruments!
How to practice this:

Take it through the circle of 4ths (find this in the index and print it out). Start
with C and the column on the left on Quickchords. Work out what the lowest
inversion is (closest to the nut) and start from there.... Play up the column.
Repeat with the last column and then the middle column. Say the chord name
each time you play it (for each inversion you play).

The Invertor

This is how it appears when you open it up. I should point out that
the cup of coffee is purely for looks – but the power of the tool is
quite something and I’m completely sure that no other software can
do what it does – but you’ll find it very useful once you find out!
Basically, you can choose a shape using the notes in yellow on the
fretboard, use the gaming keys (which are on that little USB mouse)
and move the shape up, down or sideways and the shape will morph
to fit the notes. You can play that shape using a variety of different
sequences, speeds and groupings and save them in button files for
future retrieval.
You can choose a chunk of the neck just like in SightReader Options
by clicking on the left side of the neck and dragging to the right over
top of the notes you want, then you can go turning notes on and off
so you get the exact shape you want.
Then simply press space and it will play

You can not only do this to scales but also with chords – and you can
choose another mode called free form, where you can press
anywhere to make a scale shape which you’ve come across but are
not sure what it’s called.
All of this can be useful for scale runs, chord inversions, technique
builders (you can loop the playing and play along) and diatonic sweep
patterns.
I’ve also included the ability to right-click on a fretboard note and that
will give it a yellow colour to distinguish it from the blue colours.
Here is a C major scale
The original
Press “S” 3 times
Or press “A”

This is really effective with sweeps for all you shredders out there.
I’m going to choose A Harmonic minor, create a conventional sweep
pattern, click the Hide text tick box next to the loop button and show
you what that looks like!

So that’s what it looks like on the fretboard, and we can play it back with a
variety of cool sequences…Under the menu Item we have a bunch of export
functions – let’s export that last shape to the neck builder!

Now, if I had shown the notes or spelling in the invertor, they would have then
shown up in the neck builder. Here’s an example:

Not bad eh?

Button files

Basically, you can store any neck pattern along with its scale, position
etc into the button device at the top of the page.
You simply click in the small orange button to save it and the big
orange button to view it. You can also save these buttons as a file
under the menu item Button Files.
About the 8 notes a click:
• Hover over the 8 at the start of this text, tuning it orange – then
it’s ready for changing.
• Use the “,” (less than) and the “.”(greater than) to change the
value.
This is especially nice for people who like to play fast to see how many
notes a second they can hit.
If you do press “,” or “.”, and you haven’t been hovering over the
notes per click option, then it’ll change the metronome up or down
by 10. Use the up and down arrows to speed up or slow down the
metronome by 1.

The Neck Builder

The Neck Builder is a graphic tool. It has no actual playing ability – it’s really just
for looks. Here’s a couple of way to use it:
• Expand any chord shape in GSRT to a large viewable size
• Create educational material like scales or chords for instructional videos
or for documents
I do a lot of instructional materials, and I made this tool exclusively for this. It
has all the features I want.
On the Left panel
• Insert the name here (click return to add it to the graphic)
• I don’t use this much, but you can add it to a database for future use.
• There are a bunch of presets to choose from
• The Fretboard look and style determine how the fretboard will look
• Whether the fingering is shown or not (along the top)
• Show/hide the nut bar – useful for chords not set at a designated fret
• Nut Style
• Number of frets
• Number of Strings
• Graphically showing the thickness of the heavier strings
• The Number of Strings

On the right side Panel:

•
In the Notes tab, We see the colours for the Note
Buttons. Select a colour and then click on the fretboard to
create a marker.
•
We have a variety of different shapes to use.
•
The Text Colour
•
We have a list of numbers and notes to use
•
All of the presets above Fretboard look can be altered
to flats, double flats, sharps and double sharps.
Alt text is if you have anything other than the presets
•
for the fretboard (like “R” for root for example). No text
wipes the text element.

•
These are the hot keys to change the fingering above
the chord. First you select the string fingering on the
fretboard, a light blue box will appear around it, then press
the associated key, or click on any of these text items.

• The Fret number Position moves the horizontal
placement of the fret number. This can avoid double digits
from infringing on the fretboard graphic.
• There is the ability to create thick dark lines between
the fret buttons placing. This is good to use for bar chords
or to give shape to a fretboard shape. Right will set the
start and end of the line.
• These lines can be set visible or invisible in the list box.

This is an example of creating a fret marker. Just
select to the left of the fretboard and this box will
appear. You can do this for any fret position, not just
the first position – and you can add as many fret
markers as you like!

Here’s a few examples:

This last one is an example that you can have quite a long graphic. Click in the
fretboard box and you can scroll up or down using the mouse wheel!

The changerunner

This tool is a bit of a dark horse. It’s basic reason for being included is to
compare what notes change when going from chord/scale to chord/scale.
The money notes are notes that depart from the chords/scale of the guitar to
its left and are coloured in red.
Setup:
Press the Chord/Scale Chooser

Enter in your Root notes, Chord type and Associated scale(Optional).

I thought “What notes to I want to change when the chords/scales of a
minor II-V-I go past – and what notes stay the same?”
So I thought Dm7b5 (Locrain#2), G7#5#9 (Super Locrian), Cm6 (Major
Minor)
I ended up with this

So now I use the filter to get rid of the clutter and I limit it to the 5th to 10 fret.

Right away I see that the only notes that is are on all 3 chords are G and F. So, If
I see a minor II-V-I coming, I can get to either the 5th or the b3rd degree of the II
chord and stay there.
The red notes are the obvious changes from fretboard to fretboard.
If I want to get more delicious colour tones, I will take a chord tone from the ii Chord – say the C (which is a b7 of Dmi7b5) – for the G7#5#9, go down 1
semitone to B (3rd degree) and then back up to C for the last chord (Cmi6).
The last feature is the ability to send this progression to the progression creator
to try out your chocolate ideas.

If you want to change the chord or setting, just click on the stave between the
chord and scale.

Chord Libraries

This tool has 3 major functions. It can be a repository for new chords that you
may come across, you can create a Chord Chart of sorts and/or you can use
your Chord Library as a source for SightReader and Sight-reading for beginners
when adding chords as musical notation.
Everything plays. The top right chord box is for editing and creating chord
Shapes. We can also use a chord shape to be swapped for a text element.
You can blank out chord shapes to create a fairly good layout (⌘+B on Mac,
Ctrl+B on Windows).
Let’s have a look at the 3 examples.

Repository for new chords:

So here’s a repository of A chords which I’ve named Chord Delectables.
I’ve also blanked out the bottom row and, as it continues over the page, I have a
text box saying as much instead of a chord shape in the bottom right corner.
If I click on any of these chords, they will play on the guitar fretboard.
Unlike Quick chords, the Chord will not display in the upper right Chord box.
That is for adding, editing and updating chord shapes.

Chord Charts

Here is a chart for the correct Summertime Chords in A minor. Previously, the
Chord libraries had 7 chords across – I expanded it to 8 as that would enabled
chord charts to be created.
As you can see, I made use of Blanks spaces and Vertical lines.
The vertical lines are turned off and on by a toggle switch (called toggle right
side separator) on the far right controls box . They are to the right off every
chord shape.
Sometimes, the addition of 3rd, 7th and root note numbers inside the chord
shapes is undesirable (for example a student who may get overwhelmed).
Luckily, you can press Ctrl+R (⌘+R on Mac) to toggle the root notes on or off
and the same goes for the 3rds and 7ths with the key Ctrl+G (⌘+G on Mac).

SightReader Chord Charts

Most chord charts can be used as source material for SightReader music
notation. The way it works is that SightReader goes through the selected chord
libraries and creates a pool of all chord shapes that will fit the notes selected on
the fretboard.
Let me tell you the kind of chords that SightReader will reject…
Chords with open notes. If you are doing a simple open string chord with
normal down near the nut, use notes like this.

Also, Chord with strange names like IIm7 or something like this.

Creating/ Editing Chord shapes
Okay – so to create a chord:
•
Firstly, select the chord diagram you want to add or to
edit. You can use the retrieve text to get the chord which is
already in the diagram – this is useful if the new chord
shared most of the same features like fret, key etc..
If you are adding a new chord:
•
Select the chord diagram on the left by clicking on it.
•
Use the up and down arrows to get to the right fret.
This will also change the root note.
•
To set the root note, First tick the box Choose note as
Root note. Click on the note you want to be the new root
note. This is super important as it will use this to setup the
whole chord. You will get a question box asking to confirm
the root note change.
•
If you get a root note
something like B# and you wanted C, click on Swap note
name until you see C.
Start adding notes. You can click on them to turn them off or on. You are
allowed 1 note per string.
• If you want to be really particular about the note or degree, click on one
of the radio buttons at the top. The notes and degrees will be shown and
you can right click on these inside the notes to toggle between different
degree name or note names.
For example…. You may be making a diminished 7th chord and one of the
notes has a 6. Right Click on it till it says bb7.
• Sometimes, the chord is such that it will suggest the exact chord in the
list box below, you can choose that if you like, but it’s not compulsory.
You should, however, have your name start with the root note and the
correct chord type.
• To change the fingering of the chord, click on the numbers above the
chord box and below the name. They will cycle between:
X, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, T
• When you’re ready to update the selected chord shape, click on Update.

Displaying Info text

If you click on Info text, you will get a text box. The default text size is 15 – but
you can change it. Add your text and press Submit. The Chord diagram will
then change to a text object and your text will appear. Play around with the
text until you’re happy with it.
Adding Pages. This is done under the menu Pages. You get a maximum of 5
pages – plenty enough as 5 x 40 = 200 chords.
This tool, just like every other tool, is available for 4, 5 and 6 string bass guitar.

Scales and Their Chords

Similar to the scale info found in Quick Chords, this tool will use your selected
scale and map out the degrees, the notes, triad chords, 4 or more note chords,
scales that share the same notes and other scales that fit the scales but may not
have as many notes.
All the chords, when clicked on play.
You can print this out.
If you are looking for an interesting progression, this could be a nice solution.
Simply choose a key, and scale and 4 chords (or more) from the chords
available. Make the 1 chord the tonic centre.

Audio Tools

We have a selection of Audio tools at our disposal.
Most of the audio tools that involve recording use the hot keys:
R – record
S – stop recording / stop playing
H – Hear
There are also playback speed controls.

The Setlist Manager

One of the most used tools by myself personally, Setlist manager
started off a an app for a 3 piece band I was in. We needed additional
playback and I created an app to do just that. You could load the
mp3’s into it and having the laptop sit next to the drummer. Using
hot keys, he could control the playback (we created a headset that
had the click on the left track and the playback on the right track).
Never missing an opportunity to add tools to Guitar SightReader
Toolbox, I adapted it and give it the ability to send the mp3’s straight
over to the transcriber when I needed to have an in-depth look at
how to play a tune.
So, as above, I have my band’s collection of songs, and they are all
loaded with Mp3’s.

If I tick the Enable Drag and drop reordering, I can organize them just
like I like them.
If I want them to autoplay, I’ve got a tick box for that.
Normally, If I need to add a new song, I click on the add new song
button. Then, if I want, I can add audio media (like an Mp3).
If the name is blank, when I add audio files, the name will be
whatever the audio file was called.
You can add an image (like a chord chart).

You can right click on an image and send it to your default picture
viewer.
Say if you have a whole bunch of songs to import, I would make a
folder somewhere on my computer, put those Mp3’s into there and
then, in the menu item under file, I would choose Import Music from
Folder. I would be able to navigate to the folder (don’t go into it) and
click open. Viola – all you Mp3’s are now added (It doesn’t have to be
a new Setlist).

You have a couple of options with each mp3 loaded. If you double
click a couple of times on the box you can change the name.
If you right click on it, you’ll get a little menu which has
Send to Transcriber, Copy Music file to Desktop or Delete.
There are a major set of improvements I plan to make to this tool, but
like I said, right now this is my most used tool at the moment.

The Transcriber

Lots of features here. In the screenshot above, I’ve loaded my backing track of
Gary Moore’s the Loner. The Start marker is set at zero and the Finish marker
is set at the end of the song. We’ll go through each control and show you how
it works.
The Wave picture
We can set play areas by clicking on this and the start area will be selected.
Right clicking on it (or Ctrl+Click on Mac) will set the end of the selected area.

You can also do this, while it is playing, by using hot keys.
V sets the start marker and E sets the end marker. This is a good way of fine
tuning your selection.

If you need to set the marker to the start of the track, click the back arrow.

Obviously, You can play this selection by the play and stop controls, but you can
also do it with the space bar.

You can set the Bpm by clicking a few times on the tap bpm button. This means
that the metronome, will now play at that bpm.
The speed control is pretty obvious

You can either drag the slider, or click directly on the percentages to adjust the
playback speed of the track. The metronome speed will also adjust (Press the
hotkey M to start and stop the metronome). Speed control can also be
controlled by the hot keys period and comma. This will adjust playback by 1%.

You can add bookmarkers as I did with this track. Click directly in the new
bookmark box. Enter in a description and then click Add new bookmark. Your
current selection will be saved as a bookmark. The next time you load this song,
it will remember the bookmark. Clicking on the bookmark will retrieve the
bookmark selection.
Sometimes a track is too loud. You can adjust the volume by hovering over the
volume control so it turns orange, making it adjustable by using your period and
comma keys. You can also click directly on it and you will see a little slider that
will control the volume.
Recording and reference

The bottom panel has 2 views. In the above settings it’s set to recording.

This operates just like the audio recorder. You can record yourself playing and
see how closely you can get your playing to match the track selection.
Using the speed control, you can hear what your playing sounds like if you
played it faster or set it slow to make sure every note is clear and clean.

Clicking on the button will change to the refence view to either a fretboard view
or a piano view.

This is handy if you don’t have an instrument on hand and you need to work out
some parts using the sounds of these views.
I learnt the parts for Laura Brannigan’s Gloria using this method.
Ok… now for this export function.

In this view, I have loaded As above, So Below from Yngwie Malmsteen’s album
“Rising Force”. I want to save this lick to the lick Library.
I’ve already created an lick collection by Yngwie Malmsteen in the Lick Library
tool.
As you can see, I’ve entered the name of the artist and the name of the album
into the appropriate boxes. I’ve also tapped the bpm button to get the tempo.

Now I click on the export button and this appears:
This large Blue Box has already some field filled in; the artist, the album, The
track, the bpm (beats per minute), and the start point of the lick in the track. To
add the details to this lick I just move the mouse cursor out of the blue box.

I want to give it a title and I’ll use the dropdown menu on the top right to add it
to the correct lick library.

Now, I may even want to go so far as add a graphic that I made in Guitar Pro for
this lick. I click on the X in the blue box to close that, I click on the little red icon
under the metronome twice. That closes the bottom panel.

Now, I open the track in Guitar Pro and set m Mac to copy a screen shot to the
clipboard (do this with shift+command+5), then I used shift+command+4 to
make a screen shot of this guitar pro tab section.
Then I used the Take from Clipboard to load the image.
And now I have this:

Press Save this Lick and it’ll be added to the collection!
If you right-click on any graphic loaded into the lick library, you have the option
copy the graphic to the computer clip board.
Close this tool and you’ll be taken back to the transcriber.
The implication of this method is that you can through a whole album of your
favourite artists and store all their licks that you want to learn into a lick Library.
The next stop is the Lick Library.

The Lick Library

This is exactly what it says it is. It’s a repository of all your favourite
licks. I would refer you to the Transcriber as that is usually the way I
build most of my Lick Libraries.
The style edit is extinct and all you see are the ruins – so ignore that.
On the window above, you see that there are tick boxes next to the
licks. This is for the Work on licks button – you can cycle through
each of the marked licks and get them down. Really the buttons are
self-explanatory. The play and stop buttons here are to play the
selected lick.
The filter is to look for key words to find a licks.

When you click on the Lick Library button, you get this window:

The only buttons that need a bit of a explanation
are the familiarizer tool and the import lick
Library.
Pressing add will present a text box where you
can create a brand new library.
Basically you select a library and press choose to
enter open it.
As for the Familiarizer, I will explain that a little
later.
Import Lick Library
If you export any preset or setting to the desktop, a folder called “Guitar
SightReader Toolbox exports” will be created. Say I’ve pressed import Lick
Library (It’ll open at the desktop) and I opened the folder Guitar SightReader
Toolbox exports.
If there any exported lick libraries, I see a folder there – go into it.

I’ll open the Lick Library folder and I see a Vinnie Moore folder that I created
quite a while back.

I select the folder (don’t go into it) and click on Import.
So now my Lick Library Chooser window looks like this:

Work on Ticked Licks

Here I ticked all licks. Now I press Work on Ticked Licks.

The first lick opens. It has info in the clue box, a wave representation on the top
blue box on the right (It’s clickable so you can select start and end points.
The i circle (information) opens the information box (the creator may have
stored some additional information about this lick.
The red circle under the metronome box opens the bottom panel. Depending
on the icons on the far right you get a different bottom panel.

The record window is for you to record yourself and see how close you can get
to the lick being played. It also has speed controls. To record, press “R”, “S” for
either stop playing or stop recording and “H” the hear the playback.
The Guitar fretboard window (or the piano if you press the tab shown) will show
the note in the box on the right when you click on the notes. This is useful if
you don’t have a guitar and you want to work out a song.
Obviously, space bar is play and stop the playback of the lick in question.
The comma and period button will decrease and increase the speed control
respectively by 2%. These 2 keys, as you may have gathered by now, play a big
part of controlling features of Guitar SightReader Toolbox.
The controls that no other lick library tool has is the next and last song buttons

This will move you through every ticked lick and back again.
Now we can talk about the familiarizer…

The familiarizer
I often tell my students that if they have a really clear sound of a lick in their
head, the more likely they are nail it. This is what the familiarizer is for.

Working on the current ticked lick, I have this in the menu:

This will add the lick to the familiarizer list of licks:
You access the Familiarizer from the choose Lick Library window:

You’ll see this

Click on the button with the “>>” on it (or you can press ⌘+M)

I can see 4 licks I have added to the Familiarizer. I’ll click Tick all and then press
the “>>” button again.
Now I have hot key controls as
seen in the menu.
⌘+P

– play straight through the
licks as listed
⌘+O – play shuffled (random)
⌘+S

– stop playing (It keep
repeating) until this.
⌘+N will show and hide presets.
This is for choosing the current
ticked licks to choose from.
For windows user, when you just saw ⌘, replace that with your Ctrl key.

The Edit and Create window.

These have all the playing features of the work on ticked licks window – but in
the case of editing, you have the option of changing this while the create lick
window will actually start out with nothing going on at all.
Let’s list the menu controls:

You can add a graphic to your lick. I use guitar pro for this. You may want to
use Sibelius or other such tools. It can be anything – but be wary of size as
there’s a limited amount of room on the window (close the bottom panels if
you need).
More about the Audio snipper coming up.

Here you can load a sound. You can even create a collection of your licks for
future reference. There’s that audio snipper tool again.

Okay – the audio snipper is a tool I created before I realized that the Transcriber
is a better way to create lick libraries.

This will load an entire song and you can select start points and end points to
create a sound file that can used as seen in the
Sound>Load from Audio Snipper.

You can use either this menu item show the information to be entered into the
lick.
You can also create additional information using the information box (the i
circle).
So that’s the lick window!

The Audio Recorder
Oh, how I love this little tool. When it’s time to work on technique, this has
proved invaluable.
Using R to record, S to stop record or playing and H to hear, you can really hear
how you sound and analyse your skill.
Setting up the sound input
You can access your computers sound setup by clicking in the blue box under
the controls.

Although you can use the internal microphone, I much prefer to use the input
of a guitar processor (like the Focusrite Scarlet Interface, or the Fractal Audio
AxeFX III), then I get a clearer sound.
The speed control is where it’s at.
Say if I’m practicing a run or scale pattern, I’ll slow down the speed control to 75
or 50% to make sure that every note is clear, full and at a consistent volume. It
also can reveal how clean your playing is.
If I can play something nice and clean and I want to hear what it will sound like
faster, I’ll speed it up until I’m impressed. Then I will try it approaching that
speed and work on cleaning it up by slowing it down and looking for potholes.
Basically, you want a whole barrage of licks and techniques that you access
consistently and nail them every time.

Learn

Exams
I created this software as an aide to learning Polish while I was living there for a
number of years. I rediscovered it as a great way to learn music theory or
pretty much anything else.
When you open it, you will see this window.
I should point out the Polish doesn’t really
work on my machine as I don’t have the Polish
character fonts installed.
However, all the other exams do.
We’ll go through how to create a new exam
and then how to use the test function to
enforce our knowledge.

Let’s click on the “Make New Exam” button as above.
We then get this window

Our First Question is all ready to edit (notice the selected click button)

I’ve decided to create an exam to quickly identify the key by counting the
number of sharps or flats

To add a new row, I press Ctrl+R (⌘+R), Deleting a row is done by the Edit
menu.

So here I have made my exam. I have made my questions in the left and the
answers on the right. Just looking at the list is not going to make me any better
at this – this is achieved by the testing of it.
I’m going to click the tick all option at the top and then answer questions

Here’s the testing window when it opens

To start the test I click on the button New Test.
The first question I got asked was
How many flats in Gb…. I had to work it out… 6 was my answer.

The next question is how many sharps in C# - I know this because all of them
are sharps – the answer is 7. To answer the question, I press return.
Depending on my answer, I’ll briefly see a tick or a cross. Let’s get it wrong.
And then I’ll answer the rest correctly

At the end of the test, This is my result. I actually got one more wrong.
So, I test myself until I know the answer deep down in my core.
I should also mention that the answer is not case-sensitive or space sensitive
(you don’t need to add spaces if there are extraneous spaces in your answer).
You can also print your exam and there are 3 view choices to choose from:

So, I can actually create an exam paper for my students!

Here’s a printout I can give to my students.

It doesn’t matter the subject, the exam tool will help you to know things!

Progression Centre

Click on this open button and this will open:

You can choose the progression player or the Progression Creator. As you can
see, you have a choice of ¾ or 4/4.
Let’s visit the Progression Creator

Let’s create a progression. It will Am7, G7, Fmaj7, E7. This is known as a
6 5 4 dominant 3 progression.
As is with all progression, we use Roman Numerals for numbers.
We choose this at the top. This will change the chord on the beat where the
red hand is on the stave. Every roman numeral has a default chord type – but
you can change the chord type by clicking Choose Another Chord Type.

So, clicking on the 6, 5 and 4 for these beats would give me this above stave.
The Roman Numerals at the top (with the Chord type) and the chords are
relative to the key of C.
The last chord – III (3). It’s default chord is a mi7 (seen as a III-7). If you need to
know more this, check the index for Chord Nomenclature.
So I click on III and then “Choose Another Chord Type”.

And I choose 7 in the list and click close.

If you change the Key centre, the chords will change to fit the key’s centre
relative to its roman numerals.

Then we can play this and even loop it so it will repeat.
This is good for playing over changes.
I’m sneaky so I programmed the chords to play as drop 3 and drop 2 chords ala
QuickChords. This means that there’s plenty of variation about how the chords
sound (although the bass will always play the root).
To speed up the tempo, use the comma and full stop keys to change it by 10.
You can also click on the tempo directly to access a scroll bar to change the
tempo.
We have a recording control which will start optionally when we play the
progression.

I would recommend setting your input to record from the computer
microphone. That way you can record both the sound of the progression and
yourself playing over it.
To activate, click on the red button to arm it (that sounds formidable doesn’t it).
All the progressions you’ve saved appear in the list box at the bottom.
You can load them by selecting one and clicking edit.
Later on, these saved progression can be utilized by the progression player.

Saving is also pretty easy – just make a progression and enter something in the
box to the left of the save button (that describes the chord progression) and
press save.

The Progression Chooser

Upon opening, the Progression player has some similarities to the Creator. At
the top you have a box with all your 4/4 progressions from all the progression
creator libraries. To select the progression you want to use, simply drag the
progression from the Available progressions box over into the Playing
progression box.
To the left of the boxes, we see a list of quick picks regarding what key
signatures will be chosen. To the left of that, we see a box with the tempo and
the current beat.

So here I made a selection and pressed play. The top line will play and then it
will be replaced by the bottom line. It uses the key centre (which has only C
chosen) to create the progression. As you can see, the possibilities are quite
endless!
Another feature is, if you click on a progression in the left box, you will see a
little version of what that progression actually is

As usual, the tempo is controlled in 10’s by the hot keys Comma and Period.
The recorder is there too!

The other thing is you can also print it out. You can choose up to 8 pages.
Here’s 1 page of print:

The Menu controls are pretty extensive too:

This is especially for the 4/4 player. It appears on the ¾ player too, but it’s not
really applicable there.

You can choose to see the whole version of each chord or nomenclature of the
Chord (this is a short hand way of writing chords – see the index)

This is pretty self-explanatory. For example, If you’re a bass player, you may
want to turn the bass player off.

As with the Progression Creator, the keyboard will play different inversions of
drop 2 and drop 3 voiced chords.
This tool came about in 2006 when, while I was studying Jazz at the New
Zealand School of Music and a keyboard player asked me to create a software
program to print out chords of his choosing for him to improvise over.
He was a big mac user, and at the time I was only able to make windows
programs – and parallels at the time was a bit crap – so he had to run it on his
old crusty windows machine.
Of course, after creating it, I starting thinking “What if….” And so we now have
the Progression Centre. This is the problem I have that has led to so many
tools in Guitar SightReader Toolbox!

The Video Collection

This tool is not really useful – at least, not for me. I included it because I
thought there might be a need for it.
You can watch the video help to see if it’s useful to you, but as YouTube has
made it a little redundant, I’ll save space in this manual not to go into it.

Online Lessons

This tool is ready for a complete revamp. I want to redo all the videos, replace
it with a completely redesigned webpage tool and create better content.
However, you can definitely still use it. Apart from playing the video, a number
of the lessons have downloads such as Pdf’s or music files.
Almost all the videos use Guitar SightReader Toolbox in use (an early version at
least).

Ear-training

Here we find 11 tools for supercharging your ear. The very first tool is where
you would start to link intervals to melodies,
Many of the tools are designed to help you pass ear-training exams as well as
equip you to use your ear more when playing. There are also 4 perfect pitch
tools.
Regularly spend time on this in your practice schedule to get familiar and
develop your ear.

Melodies for Intervals

Many books you buy on developing relative pitch and recognizing intervals tell
you the names of tunes to use for this.
I’ve gone one step further. When you click on any of the intervals, it will play a
melody (always starting with C) and also include a link to see a YouTube video
with the original.
The melodies will use the first 2 notes to give you the interval.
Learn to sing these melodies out loud. Eventually, learn to sing them back in
your mind without singing out loud. There’s nothing worse than being in an
ear-training exam with people humming melodies. playing back tunes in our
minds is something we can all do and this is called audiation. A cool side effect
is that if we have listened to a tune enough, we often recall it in the same key.
All these melodies start with a C – so we can, using intervals, locate any other
note from C – giving us the same ability shown as people with perfect pitch.
This is where you want to start when beginning ear-training.

Interval Testing

Do you know your intervals? Here’s where you test yourself.
I’ve set it up by checking the tick boxes next to each interval. This means that I
want those intervals to be used during testing.
Under the root note options, I have quite a few choices. I’ve decided here to
only have the first note as C and to have the interval staggered rather than play
the 2 notes together.
The test button will play the two notes and you can answer by either clicking on
the interval in the boxes or use the piano keys (the letters in quotes are hotkeys
for each piano note).
If you get it right, the answer will be in green and if not, the answer will be in
red. This will affect the success rate. If you want to reset the success rate back
to 100%, just click on it.
If you need to hear it again, you have a replay button.
Every time you open this tool , it will remember your settings.
If you spend a set amount of time daily on this, you’ll find that you’ll really
develop in this area. You can set the difficulty by the amount of intervals you
choose and by using the root note options.

Chords/Scales Test

Moving further on into academic ear-training, you’ll want to be able to nail
chord types and scales. At the top you can choose whether it’s a scale or chord.
A preset box at the bottom will display 1 preset. To load a preset, select it and
click on the triangle.
The chords or scales you will be tested on are dragged from the right box into
the left box.
You can then save it as a preset if you like.
The root note options are the same as interval testing.
After pressing test, you choose the answer by clicking on the name in the left
box.
For a laugh, I created a computer speech feature – but if you find this annoying
you can turn it off in the menu,
If you get it wrong, the success value will change – but this is easily reset back to
100% by clicking on it.

Interval Over a Bass Note

For this tool, I have to give credit to great Australian guitarist Brett Garsed.
The goal is to correctly identify what the interval over a bass note is.
This has real world applications and being able to do this will have great results
for your improvisations. Knowing where you are in relationship to the bass note
will help you direct your playing.
Every note over a bass note has a unique quality and you can pick and choose
what quality to want to convey in your soloing.
All the same things apply like the other tools.

Melody Movement

A stellar real-world tool for the ear, Melody Movement has a whole bunch of
skill building power. Whether you’re transcribing music by ear, copying licks
without an instrument or sitting a music exam, this tool will really help.
You have 2 modes: Spacebar and Timer based. You can either use the list of
interval jumps, or the piano keyboard to enter your interval jump.
Spacebar mode: Press start and then spacebar to play the next note. Use
either the piano or the list to answer. Press spacebar again and answer the
jump distance between the last note and this new note. Get stuck? Play the
last 2 notes using the button above. This is a good mode to use if you’re just
beginning (get familiar with intervals using the melodies for Interval too).
Timer based mode: The notes will play one after another and you goal is to
name them as they go. You can set the speed between notes with the timer
slider.

The piano can be clicked on or you can use the hot keys.
The tool will remember your setting when closed.
Click on the success rate test to reset it to 100%.

Tempo Recognition

Have you ever been caught with your pants around your ankles when
it’s your job to start the song and you can’t remember what tempo it
is supposed to be? I was – totally humiliating.
I have a list of songs here from my record collection that I can play back in my
mind (using audiation). If I know the tempo then I can recall the song closest to
that tempo and that will be my count.
You simply open a music file using Open Song and then play it in the player.
While it is playing, click on the Tap Tempo button a couple times, matching it
with the beat.
Stop and click on Play metronome to Check. If it matches, then you can click on
the name to edit it and click Add to List.
If the list will sort itself according the speed of the tracks with the faster tempo
being at the top.
If you want to get more familiar with the song, simply click on it and play it. As
long as you haven’t moved its place in your computer, it will play back.
If you know how long a second takes (for example looking at a digital watch),
this is 60 beats per minute (bpm). If you double the speed of that you get 120
bpm (this is the usual speed of a basic dance song). For a standard pop or rock
song, the snare drum will fall on the 2 and 4 of the bar. This you can use to get
the tempo.

Progression Tests

There is a lot going on in this window. So let’s try and break it down, starting
with what this tools if for.
Songs often use common progressions. I first became aware of this when I was
first playing guitar and my first songs were Stray Cat Strut (The Stray Cats) and
Sultans of Swing (Dire Straits). Both of these had a descending chord
progression known as a 6-5-4-dominant 3 progression. Hit the road Jack by Ray
Charles also uses this progression – as does many other songs.
Whenever I hear it a song with this I recognize it.
Imagine being able to hear a progression and know what is happening? Imagine
how this would benefit your improv skills and composition ability. Not to
mention being able to play the most modern hits at a party even if you’ve only
heard the song but you’d never played the song on an instrument before (let’s
be honest – if somebody hands you an acoustic guitar at a party, not one wants
to hear your harmonic minor licks).
So that’s what this tool is for.

Let’s dissect it – starting at the top right.

You enter in your progression here. It’s done using Roman Numerals. There
are a bunch of preset chord types to choose from.
You click in the 1st row down to enter your chord. Normally a default chord
type will be chosen. You can change that chord type by the selection or you can
right click to show a list of all the chord types in Guitar SightReader Toolbox.

As you enter in Chords, the text field underneath the chords attempts to create
a name for it. You can click in there and change it to whatever you like.
Under that you can write info on this progression. Perhaps list some songs that
use this progression. Perhaps you could add which mode this uses or if there is
modal interchange it action (look for that on Rick Beato’s site if you need).

You can change the Creation Key to whatever key you want and it will update
the root notes of the chords in the progression boxes.
You can also choose to view either the proper chord name or the musical
shorthand (Nomenclature). The repeat button will repeat the progression over
and over when playing. This is another alternative to the Progression Centre if
you want to practice your changes over a chord progression you’re interested
in.
Storing your progressions

Think of the box on the left as a folder. The box on the right are all the
progressions that are in that folder.
To add a folder, type a name in the top box on the left and click the plus button.
To delete it, select it and click the minus button. All the progressions in that
folder will be also deleted.
To add a progression to a folder, click on the folder and then press the save
button shown below.

The up arrow on the far right will fill the chord progression in the chord box at
the top.
What’s all the point of this? Well, it’s for tests.

To begin a test.

1. Choose a folder.
2. Click on the load button. This will add the included progressions to the
box under Success = 100%. They are all ticked here. The test will only
test you on the ones that are ticked.
3. On the left, you have all the variety of key centres as seen in a number of
the other ear-training tools.
4. I clicked test and what do you know – it played our old friend 6-5-4dominant 3 progression – and of course I clicked on it in the box.
5. The right answer will present in blue. If you get it wrong, it will be red.
The information box will be shown regardless of if you get it right or not.
Your success will change depending on your score. You can always set it
back to 100% by clicking on it.

If you just want to hear the progressions, select a progression and click the 3rd
box down from the top left (listen to a selected progression).

Chord play styles:

There’s many chord play options to make it more interesting.
Obviously there’s the tempo. That’s adjusted by the slider.
The 4/4 button here can be toggled between 4/4 and 3/4.
The Bass plays the root note here, but clicking on it will toggle it so the bass can
play any of the chord tones. This will really make it tricky.
We can select the chords to be played as rootless voices – or we can include the
root note to be in the chord.
The order of chords being played are set at the default as 1 voicing. Clicking on
it will select from a number of sorts of voicings. (voicing are the order of the
notes in a chord).
These also affect the chords being played in the chord progression box.

Note Match

This tool is to be used with your guitar or bass. It’s a perfect pitch building tool.
You see the notes in yellow? They are the test possibilities. You can turn off
individual notes by clicking on them.
You can also select using the filter:
• The strings that will be used.
• The lowest fret for the range
• The highest fret for the range.
To select this filtered note selection, click on the use filter button.
Press the spacebar and the guitar will play a note. See if you can find it on your
instrument. To see the answer press the spacebar again.
This tools was based off a study I read in an article, where a husband and wife
created a small software program that would play a note. Then they would
have to find it on the keyboard. They were judging it purely based on the height
of the pitch of the note. After a period of time they were able to nail the note
from a cold start. I thought that was interesting, so I made this test available for
us guitarists!

Perfect Pitch Tunes

Now, it’s rare that you are born with perfect pitch – and what a gift. However,
we who were not, we can do a pretty good mimic with a good sense of
audiation (the ability to play a song back in our mind) and great relative pitch.
If we listen to song enough, when playing it back in our mind, it will most likely
be in the same key we hear it in.
With this tool, we can catalogue these tunes and make points of what notes will
jump out at us - help us know what names the notes are that we can recall.
Basically, we open a song. Listen to it in the player and use our guitars to find
the notes. If we don’t have an instrument ready, we can use the keyboard on
the tool to find the notes or the bass notes of the chords.
In the information box is where I enter in info about the notes I can easily recall.

I know this works. Long ago I learnt a classical piece called Villa Lobos Prelude
No. 1. It starts with a B on the A string and slides up to the E. If I visualize this, I
can hear the notes accurately – I can even do this while other music is playing.
It’s so accurate that I can compare it to background music and notice if the
background music is slight off pitch.
I would recommend that you make little visual pictures of these songs – maybe
see the YouTube videos of these songs or do something physical to make
triggers.
Once you have your pitch, then, if you know your intervals, you can get any
other note from the relationship to your solid audiation note.
Additionally, you should practice playing a note in your mind and be able to
recreate it accurately with your voice. This is a priority. Secondly you should
practice playing any note in your mind and finding it on the guitar.

Random Notes

Your goal with this tool is to press spacebar whenever you hear the note
selected in the location note box play – this is all amongst a whole bunch of
other notes being played. This is one of my favourites.
To set, play your note a couple of time using the keyboard.
When you press S, it’ll start playing. You’re waiting to hear your tone and when
you do press the spacebar. If you get it right, the text box above will show your
note in blue. As you see above, If I get it wrong, it will show in red.
Pressing S again will stop the player and you can see your score.
Amazing points – the note you’re looking for stays in your mind for ages after
using this tool. Also, you will begin to hear differences in the notes apart from
the pitch. Some notes sound thin, some boomy - colours if you will. I noticed
that when I set it to G, I could recognize it because of the thinness of it.
Now, I don’t know if it’s simply the acoustics of my stereo monitors or not.
To make it more tricky, you can add more octaves in the slider.
Hot keys on the keyboard will work too.

Perfect Pitch Method

I was 15 and every guitar player magazine I read had an advertisement for David
L. Burge’s Perfect pitch course. I saved up my pocket money until I had enough
money to buy it. I can only imagine the other suckers that bought this course.
I received 10 tapes. David L. Burge went on and on in the tapes, talking about
how amazing it was that he had developed perfect pitch. It wasn’t until I got
the end of the 9th tape that he gave his revelation.
“The F# sounds twangier than the Eb.”
Utterly underwhelming. My piano being made of wood, was severely out of
tune. I didn’t own a tuner.
I only include this tool to serve as the 2nd person that you’d require to test you
on a piano. Click the tick boxes to make the notes active.
I do admit that there may be something to this – make your own mind on this.

Resources

This is all additional stuff I made available – probably not an
area you’ll spend too much time in.
However there are some goodies here.
The first title is Print sheet music. This pretty self-explanatory.
I don’t really need to go into this so we will move on to the
next tool.

Community Content

Here you can go and download various presets and content
for tools. Just choose the tool type at the very top.
A list of content/ presets will be shown. You can download
them and then use them if you like.
I will try and provide more content when I can.
Feel free to send to my email content you may want me to
add!

Add / Edit Chord List.

This is probably one of the first tools I created when making
Guitar SightReader Toolbox. I needed to add chords to make
use of them.
You can either use the fretboard or the degrees on the page.
At the top you can choose a root note (doesn’t really matter
what it is). Then you type your new chord name into the box.
Then you choose the other notes in the scale, using degrees.
The root note is automatically there.
To get familiar with this, click on any chord in the list and
press the load button.

Here we have a chord chosen which is Cmi(add9).
The musical spelling of this chord is
1, b3, 5, 9
The 1 is automatically added.
We see in the first box down, the 9 is selected.
Next is the b3 is because it is a minor chord.
The Button for 5 is selected.
There no description – you add this if you like.
You have the option to play the chord.

When you create a new chord (you may come across one
which is not in the list), in order to save it you click in the list
and choose a chord.
When you press the save button, it will save that chord under
the selected chord.
If you want, you can reorder the chords by dragging them
around. To make this permanent, press the save the order
button.
That’s pretty much it.

Add / Edit Scale List

This is very similar to how we add and edit chords – so be sure
to read that.
There are a few differences.
• All the degrees are under an octave.
• If you load a scale, it’s much more likely to have
information on this scale
• You can create a “special note” by clicking on Click to set
special passing note. Then you select a note. I use this
when there there may be a special bebop note for
example.

If you find a scale that is not included, please add it and send it to me,
complete with description. I ‘ll make it available in the update tool.
Try not to send me duplicates of pre-existing scales.

My Site
The very last title in this section is a link to open my site in your browser. There
will be updates and other things to check out.
Next up we have the index where you can find out about many of the things
you read about in this manual but you have no idea about them!
I hope you enjoy Guitar SightReader Toolbox. It’s a real labour of love for me to
create is – which is to mean that it’s would be great if more people buy it!
Please spread the word – and I’m only an email away if you need help!
Best regards,
Sean Clancy

Index
Musical Nomenclature
Musical Nomenclature is a kind of musical shorthand which is a quick way to jot
down and you can see it’s use in many of the older real books.
Guitar SightReader Toolbox also makes use of this – although the default is
usually the full name.
Let’s have a look at the equivalents and Use C as our Root default:
Full name

Nomenclature

C Major
C Minor
CMaj7
CMaj7
Cm7b5
Cdim7
Cmaj7#5
C7#C#9, C7b5#9, C7b5b9, C7#5b9
Caug (C with the 5 sharpened)
Csus2
Csus4
C power chord

C^
C- (minus sign)
C^7, C^
C-7, C-7
CP
CQ
C^+5, Cmaj7+5
C7alt
C+
C2
C4
C5

Learn all the fretboard notes
Duration - 5 weeks (at most if all instructions are followed).
Most guitarist never learn the notes on the fretboard - or they need to work it
out. We’re going to learn how to do it straight away.
Step 1: Choose the thick E string. Using the accompanied fretboard sheet, we’ll
use the cycle of 4ths.
Find these notes. It’s the cycle of 4ths.

C F (cycle of fourths)
Bb Eb Ab Db Gb (bead + g all flats)
B E A D G (bead+g)
Start at C - F, then C - F - Bb. Gradually add a note each time and ALWAYS say
the name of the note as you play it (out loud - it’ll connect the label with the
note).
When you can do this without referring to the sheets, learn to do it as fast as
you can. Use a stop watch and see if you can do it under 10 seconds.
If you’ve learnt the low E string, you will have also learn the high E string too.
Then there are only 4 more strings to go!

I would spend 1 string per week, at least once a day.
Treat it like a challenge not a chore. The more you do it, the faster you will
learn it!
Some guitarists never learn the notes on their fretboard - By doing this, you will get this mind blowing
skill of knowing the notes without having to work it out or refer to a sheet.
Tip: If you are having problems with finding a note or forgetting where to find it.... Describe where
that note is in relation to the dots on your fretboard and say it out loud to yourself
(i.e. (low E) Db is on the dot before the double dots).

Reading Charts
When it comes to reading charts, part indicators are things that you
should know:
Here are some of them
In these following bars (sometime also called measures) , the top 5
bars show a repeat from bar 2 to bar 5.
So you play the top line until you got to the end, then go back to the 2
bar and play.
When you get to the end of the 5th bar again you’d carry on to the
6th bar.
In bar 7, we get a repeat sign which tells up to repeat the previous
bar.
the last two pars has a sign that tells up to repeat the previous two
bars.

Here are some other things you should look for before playing:
Da Capo – an Italian term that means literally “The Head”. The letters
“D.C.” are written at the point where you are to jump back to the
beginning of the chart.
D.C. al Fine – go back to the beginning of the chart and play to the
word “Fine“.
Dal Signo – “from the sign” – The Letters D.S. are placed at the point
when you are to launch backwards to where thesign(below) was
shown. The sign indicates where you will be repeating
from. Often D.S. will be accompanied by a road map directions, such
as D.S al Fine – jump back to the sign, and continue playing until you
reach the word Fine.

- the sign
The Coda is a section of music added to the end of a chart. The first
coda sign marks the point where you will jump ahead to the next coda
sign (the coda added to the end of the chart) and continue playing
until you reach the final double bar line or Fine.
Coda signs are never observed until the second time through a
section and are often part of D.C. or D.S. road map indication.
D.C. al coda means to jump back to the beginning and continue
playing until you reach the first coda sign, at which point you should
jump to the second coda sign at the end of the chart and continue
playing until the Fine sign or final double bar.

- the coda

In the example below, read down to the end of the third line, go back
to the top and read that line again, including repeats, and then take
the coda by jumping to the bottom line and playing until the
final double bar.

D.S. al Coda means jump back to the sign and continue playing until
you have reached the first coda sign, at which point you should jump
to the second coda sign at the end of the chart and continue playing
until you reach the Fine or final double bar.

Should you observe repeat signs after a D.S. indication?
Here are some general rules you can go by:
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Most phrases are 4 bars in length, and most sections are 8 bars.
If taking the repeat means that a section adds up to 8 bars (as in the
above example) then there is a good chance that the repeats should
be observed.
Similarly, you could count the number of bars in the section as it was
played originally
This section with repeats, equals 12 bars.
Now add the number of bars on the D.S., including the coda.
Does it equal the same number of bars?
Mnemonics
De Capo, D.C: Go to “da” (the) “cap” (beginning) of the song.
Dal Signo, D.S go to “da” sign
Coda – usually after second time through – jump to the outro of the
song (also often called “the coda”)

A Word about Road Maps

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When somebody talks about “Learning the Road map of a chart,” they
are referring to learning the chart’s form. The first time you look at a
chart, you need to be able to answer several questions about it.
Where are the repeat signs?
Do my eyes have to jump back to the beginning or to some other
section of the chart?
Do I then have to jump forward?
Once you understand the road map, you need to practice following
the form until your eyes are accustomed to the movements required
to read the chart.
Notice the use of thin double lines in charts. You will find that, most
of the time, road map directions will appear at the beginning or end
of a section of music marked with a double line bar. Go through the
previous two examples and look at their use of double bar lines.
Dynamics:
Most musical directions are written in Italian and appear below the
staff. There are many to learn, so we will focus on a few at a time.
There are essentially just two main dynamic markings: loud and soft.
Everything else is a variation on
these.
p means piano or soft
f means forte or loud
mp is a variation of piano. It means mezzo piano or moderately soft
mf is a variation of forte. It means mezzo forte or moderately loud.
pp is a variation of piano. It means pianissimo or very soft
ff is a variation of forte. It means fortissimo or very loud
cresc. or < means crescendo, or gradually louder
decresc. or > means decrescendo, or gradually softer
The next part was taken for wikipedia and it deals with note
articulation.

In music notation, an accent mark indicates a louder dynamic to apply
to a single note or an articulation mark. The most common is the
horizontal accent, the fourth symbol in the diagram above; this is the
symbol that most musicians mean when they say accent mark. The
vertical accent, third in the diagram, may be stronger or weaker than
the horizontal accent; composers have never been consistent in using
these markings. In most musical works this type of accent is meant to
be played more forcefully and usually shorter. The remaining marks
typically shorten a note.

1. Staccato, the first symbol shown above, indicates that the last part of
a note should be silenced to create separation between it and the
following note. The duration of a staccato note may be about half as
long as the note value would indicate, although the tempo and
performers' taste varies this quite a bit. In Jazz articulation, it is
stated as "dit". (Sean - this can achieved by palm-muting or releasing
the pressure of the fretted note)
2. The staccatissimo, shown second, is usually interpreted as shorter
than the staccato, but composers up to the time of Mozart used
these symbols interchangeably. A staccatissimo crotchet (quarter
note) would be correctly played in traditional art music as a lightly
articulated semi-quaver (sixteenth note) followed by rests which fill
the remainder of the beat.
3. The Martellato, which is Italian for "hammered", shown third, the
vertical open wedge, is generally accepted to be as loud as
an accent mark, along with as short as a staccato. In Jazz articulation,
it is stated as "daht".
4. The fourth mark shown, the accent mark, indicates that the marked
note should have an emphasized beginning and then taper off rather
quickly. This mark is correctly known by classically trained musicians
as marcato, though it is usually simply referred to as an
accent. In Jazz articulation, it is stated as "dah".

